ABSTRACT

Library migration, which replaces the current library with a different one to retain the same software behavior, is common in software evolution. An essential part of this is finding an analogous API for the desired functionality. However, due to the multitude of libraries/APIs, manually finding such an API is time-consuming and error-prone. Researchers created automated analogical API recommendation techniques, notably documentation-based methods. Despite potential, these methods have limitations, e.g., incomplete semantic understanding in documentation and scalability issues.

In this study, we present KGE4AR, a novel document-based approach using knowledge graph (KG) embedding for recommending analogical APIs during library migration. KGE4AR introduces a unified API KG to comprehensively represent documentation knowledge, capturing high-level semantics. It further embeds this unified API KG into vectors for efficient, scalable similarity calculation. We assess KGE4AR with 35,773 Java libraries in two scenarios, with and without target libraries. KGE4AR notably outperforms state-of-the-art techniques (e.g., 47.1%-143.0% and 11.7%-80.6% MRR improvements), showcasing scalability with growing library counts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Third-party libraries are pivotal in modern software development, enhancing quality and productivity [37, 43, 46, 57]. However, as software and libraries evolve rapidly, current libraries might turn unsuitable due to factors like sustainability failures [35, 67], license restrictions [40, 68], lacking features [42], and security/performance issues [42]. This necessitates library migration, where developers replace current libraries with new ones to re-implement the same software behavior. Such migrations are common in software evolution [41]; for example, He et al. [41] found 8.98% ~ 28.72% of 17,426 open-source projects underwent at least one library migration.

However, library migration [27, 30, 31, 37, 43] is a very time-consuming, labor-intensive, and error-prone task for developers in practice. For example, the prior study shows that some developers even spend up to 42 days for library migration [30]. Given the currently-used library (called source library) and the API (called source API), one essential part in library migration is to find an analogical library (called target library) and an analogical API (called target API), which can provide the same functionality as current ones. However, manually finding analogical API is a heavy burden for developers, since they need to read length API documentation and code snippets of potentially-analogical APIs [27–30] while there are an extremely large number and fast changes of third-party libraries and APIs (e.g., as of January 2020 there are 35,773 common Java libraries with 15,441,057 APIs on Libraries.io [12]).

To reduce efforts in manually searching and reading API documentation and code snippets for determining the analogical relationship between libraries and APIs, many techniques have been proposed to recommend suitable target libraries or analogical target APIs. In this work, we focus on analogical API recommendation. Researchers have harnessed diverse resources to facilitate such recommendations [27–30], including evolution history [58, 65], online Q&A interactions [34], and API documentation [28, 30, 34, 54, 59,
Among these, documentation-based API recommendation has been intensively studied in the literature, since API documentation is prevalent and at low cost to collect while other information could be time-consuming to collect and are not always available. For a given source API, existing documentation-based techniques calculate the textual similarity between each candidate API and the source API (e.g., the textual similarity between two API functionality descriptions in the documentation), and then recommend the candidate API with the highest similarity as the target API.

While promising, current documentation-based API recommendation techniques face two limitations. First, their way of calculating textual similarity falls short in capturing semantic-level connections in API documentation. These techniques mainly calculate the textual similarity based on the overlapping tokens [59] or measure the token similarity without contextual consideration [79]. This can lead to identifying analogical semantics in API descriptions that share similar noun phrases but differing action verbs (e.g., “set S3 Object content” vs. “get S3 Object content length”). Additionally, these techniques seldom consider domain knowledge when calculating textual similarity. For example, JSON arrays, JSON objects, keys, and values are all JSON-related concepts that often occur in APIs related to JSON processing. Concepts, in the context of our work, refer to domain-specific entities or terms, often represented by noun phrases, that capture specific elements or ideas within the API domain. Without considering such conceptual relationships, the estimation of semantic similarity/relevance between two analogical APIs might be underestimated. Second, these techniques typically compute similarity pairwise, posing computational challenges with a vast number of candidate APIs. For example, envision a library like TestNG [23], encompassing over 4,000 candidate APIs. Existing techniques require performing over 4,000 pairwise comparisons to calculate the similarity between a single source API and all the candidate APIs. This exhaustive calculation demands substantial online costs and becomes prohibitively expensive when multiple target libraries are involved.

To address this, we propose KGE4AR, a novel documentation-based method leveraging Knowledge Graph Embedding for analogical API Recommendation effectively and scalably. KGE4AR constructs a unified API knowledge graph (KG) for third-party libraries from API documentation, leveraging graph embedding to represent nodes and edges as numeric vectors. It efficiently retrieves the most similar API for a given source API from the embedded KG. Compared to previous approaches, KGE4AR introduces two technical innovations. Firstly, it presents a novel unified API KG that comprehensively represents three types of documentation knowledge across diverse libraries, better capturing overall semantics in API documentation. Secondly, KGE4AR proposes embedding the unified API KG, enhancing efficiency and scalability by streamlining analogous API vector retrieval via vector indexing.

To implement KGE4AR, we build a unified API KG consisting of 59,155,631 API elements sourced from 35,773 Java libraries. This KG comprises a total of 72,242,099 entities and 289,122,265 relations connecting these entities. We evaluate KGE4AR in two API recommendation scenarios: with and without target libraries. When given the target libraries, KGE4AR achieves 47.1%-143.0% and 41.4%-95.4% improvements over the baselines in terms of MRR and Hit@10, respectively; while without a given target library, KGE4AR substantially outperforms existing analogical API recommendation techniques by achieving 11.7%-80.6%, 26.2%-72.0%, and 33.2%-115.5% improvements in terms of MRR, precision, and recall, respectively. We also evaluate the scalability of KGE4AR and find that it scales well with an increasing number of libraries. Furthermore, we extensively investigate the impact of different design choices in KGE4AR.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:

• **Novel Approach**: We introduce KGE4AR, a documentation-based analogical API recommendation method that builds a unified API KG for numerous libraries, offering scalable recommendations via KG embedding.

• **Thorough Evaluation**: We thoroughly evaluate KGE4AR through effectiveness comparisons in two API recommendation scenarios, scalability assessment across various library quantities, and analysis of design choice implications.

• **Public Benchmark**: We release a benchmark for extensive analogical API evaluations across numerous libraries.

## 2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work in analogical API recommendation and knowledge graphs in software engineering.

### 2.1 Analogical API Recommendation

Existing analogical API recommendation techniques leverage various sources like evolution history [29, 58], online posts [49], and API documentation [28, 30, 34, 54, 59, 60, 79] to find suitable target APIs. Evolution-history-based methods [65] use evolution history (e.g., code changes) to mine frequently co-occurring API pairs, while documentation-based ones [28, 30, 34, 54, 59, 60] calculate textual similarity using API-related text (e.g., descriptions). We concentrate on documentation-based recommendation due to its prevalence, low cost of data collection, and recent research emphasis.

Existing documentation-based API analogical techniques mainly fall into two categories, e.g., supervised learning based [28] and unsupervised learning based ones [30, 33, 34, 54, 59, 60, 79]. For supervised learning-based techniques, Alrubaye et al. [28] propose to train a machine learning model (i.e., boosted decision tree) for analogical API inference based on the features extracted from API documentation (e.g., the similarity of their method signatures, return type descriptions, method names, and class names) and leverage the trained model to predict the probability of an unseen API pair being analogical. Different from supervised techniques that require a large amount of labeled data, unsupervised learning-based techniques often vectorize APIs in an unsupervised way and then recommend analogical APIs based on vector similarity. For example, Zhang et al. [79] leverage the Word2Vec model to vectorize the API functionality description, API parameters, and API return values, and then calculate a joint similarity based on these vectors.

Although achieving promising effectiveness, existing document-based techniques suffer from two major drawbacks. First, they calculate the textual similarity based on the overlapping tokens [59] or measure the token similarity without considering the whole context [79], thus cannot well capture the semantic-level similarity in API documentation. Second, they calculate the pair-wise similarity between all APIs in an exhaustive way, thus suffering from the
scalloplity issue when the number of APIs is large. To address these issues, our work makes the first attempt to comprehensively and structurally represent the knowledge in API documentation with a novel unified API KG. In addition, we further leverage the KG to enable more effective and scalable similarity calculation. Our evaluation results also demonstrate our improvements over existing documentation-based techniques.

2.2 Knowledge Graph in Software Engineering
In the domain of software engineering, researchers have established knowledge graphs for diverse objectives, encompassing API concepts [50, 77], API caveats [45], API comparison [53], API documentation [51, 61], domain terminology [69–71], and bugs [64, 73]. Our work applies the API knowledge graph in a task that is distinct from existing work, namely analogical API recommendation. In addition, since targeting different tasks, the design and focus of our API knowledge graph are also different from existing ones. For example, the existing API knowledge graph constructed for API misuse detection [62] mainly includes the call-order and condition-checking relations between APIs, while our API knowledge graph focuses on three types of knowledge, namely API structures, API functionality descriptions, and API conceptual relationships (i.e., API concepts and their relationships like "belong to")

Unlike existing approaches that focus solely on API structures or functionality descriptions, our unified API KG offers a broader, structural representation encompassing all three knowledge types. This includes a novel category—API conceptual relationships—previously unexplored. A graphical structure inherently suits the structured unification of multi-type data, thus effectively capturing the higher-level semantics within API documentation.

Novelty 1: a unified API KG for a large number of libraries. We propose constructing a unified API KG for a substantial library count (e.g., 35,773 Java libraries in this study). Our API KG comprises three knowledge types found in documentation, which often resemble analogical APIs: (1) API structures (e.g., package structures, class definitions, method declarations), (2) API functionality descriptions (e.g., "get the number of elements in the JSONArray"), and (3) API conceptual relationships (i.e., API concepts and their relationships like "belong to"). Unlike existing approaches that focus solely on API structures or functionality descriptions presented as token sequences, our unified API KG offers a broader, structural representation encompassing all three knowledge types. This includes a novel category—API conceptual relationships—previously unexplored. A graphical structure inherently suits the structured unification of multi-type data, thus effectively capturing the higher-level semantics within API documentation.

Novelty 2: a KG embedding-based similarity calculation. We propose embedding the unified API KG, representing each KG API as a vector. KG embedding offers two advantages. First, it effectively preserves structural and semantic data in the unified KG. Second, it expedites similarity calculations between APIs in the KG. Retrieving similar API vectors from a database via vector indexing is highly efficient. Unlike existing methods requiring exhaustive similarity calculations for all API pairs, our KG embedding enables a more efficient and effective approach to similarity calculation.

3.1 API Knowledge Graph Construction
In this phase, KGE4AR constructs a unified API KG for a large number of libraries based on their API documentation. The API KG construction mainly consists of three steps. (1) Structure knowledge extraction: KGE4AR first extracts all API elements (e.g., packages, classes/interfaces, methods, fields, parameters) and their relationships from the documentation to form a basic skeleton of the API KG; (2) Functionality knowledge extraction: KGE4AR then extracts the functionality knowledge of the API libraries, i.e., the standardized functionality expressions of the methods (including functionality verbs, functionality categories, and phrase patterns) and the involved concepts, from the names and text descriptions of methods; (3) Conceptual relation completion: KGE4AR completes conceptual relations between API elements and concepts by analyzing names and text descriptions of API elements and concepts. In this way, API elements from different libraries can be related to each other based on shared type references (e.g., types of method parameters and return values), functionality expressions, and concepts.

3.1.1 Schema of the Unified API Knowledge Graph. Our API KG captures the structural and high-level information present in API documentation. It consists of entities (nodes) and relations (edges)
that represent various aspects of APIs. Here, we offer definitions for key entities and relations:

- **API Element.** *API elements* encompass components like libraries, packages, classes/interfaces, fields, methods, return values, parameters, and abstract parameters, forming the fundamental API building blocks.

- **Structural Relation.** *Structural relations* describe the relationships between API elements, including "extend" (inheritance), "implement" (interface implementation), "has field" (fields within classes/interfaces), "has method" (methods within classes/interfaces), and "has parameter" (methods with required parameters), forming the API KG’s foundation.

- **Functionality Expression Element.** *Functionality expression elements* pertain to the structural representation of API functionality descriptions. This includes functionality expressions, functionality verbs, functionality categories, phrase patterns. They facilitate the standardized representation of API functionalities, as defined by Xie et al. [76].

- **Functionality Expression.** A *functionality expression* provides a structural representation for the functionality descriptions of methods following the standardized form defined by Xie et al. [76]. It is extracted from the description sentence of a method.

- **Functionality Verb.** A *functionality verb* represents the verb that expresses the main action of the functionality, e.g., "return", "get", and "obtain".

- **Functionality Category.** A *functionality category* categorizes the functionality expressions based on their semantic meanings, which is abstracted from a set of functionality verbs that have similar meanings, e.g., "return", "get", and "obtain" can be classified into the same category.

- **Phrase Pattern.** *Phrase patterns* capture specific syntactic patterns or templates used in functionality expressions, e.g., "V [patient]" and "V [patient] in [location]". In the phrase pattern "V [patient] in [location]" the placeholders "patient" and "location" represent noun phrases that fulfill semantic roles. "[Patient]" corresponds to the direct object of the functionality verb, signifying the entity or object directly affected by the action. "[location]" denotes the spatial or temporal context associated with the verb.

- **Concept.** *Concepts* in the API KG are specific semantic units that capture domain-specific knowledge or common themes in API documentation. These concepts are typically represented by noun phrases. For instance, in APIs related to JSON processing, concepts like JSON arrays, JSON objects, keys, and values frequently appear. Concepts may be involved in functionality expressions by playing some semantic roles (e.g., patient, location).

Figure 2 showcases the schema of our API KG, illustrating the types of entities and relations involved. Furthermore, Figure 3 provides a partial API KG example, highlighting the interconnectedness of these entities and relations. The complete schema, including definitions for all the entity and relation types, is available in our replication package [20]. The orange ellipses and solid lines denote API elements and the structural relations between them, respectively. Among them, abstract parameters represent the abstraction of the parameters of different methods that share the same names and types. For example, all the method parameters with the name *path* and type java.lang.String are treated as the instances of the same abstract parameter. The green ellipses denote functionality expression elements (i.e., functionality expressions, functionality verbs, functionality categories, and phrase patterns) and related concepts and double lines denote relations between these elements and concepts. Note that multiple methods may share the same functionality expression if their functionality descriptions include the same functionality verb, phrase pattern, functionality category, and concepts. The dashed lines denote various relations (e.g., "is a" and "belong to") between concepts and the involvement relations between API elements and concepts (e.g., "has input type" between methods and concepts). Some relations are omitted in Figure 2 for brevity, e.g., the "instance class of concept" relation between classes and concepts (see Section 3.1.4).

In this way, API elements from different libraries can be indirectly related through structural relations (e.g., shared parameter or return types), functionality expressions (e.g., shared functionality categories and involved concepts), and concepts (e.g., associated with related concepts).

Figure 3 shows some entities and relations related to the API methods org.json.JSONArray.length() and com.google.gson.JsonArray.size(). The two methods are analogical API methods from two libraries org.json [15] and gson [4]. Although they have different names (i.e., length() and size()) and functionality descriptions (i.e., "Get the number of elements in the JSONArray, included nulls" and "Returns the number of elements in the array"), they are indirectly related in the API KG through different kinds of relations. They share similarities such as return value type, functionality category, and associations with concepts like "json array" and "element num".

### 3.1.2 Structure Knowledge Extraction

This step extracts structure knowledge from the document so as to construct the basic skeleton of the API KG. In this work, we focus on Java libraries due to its popularity, but our approach is not specific to the programming language. We use the Javadoc API documentation in the JAR files.
of each library given its neat format and prevalence, and KGE4AR could also use API documentation from other sources (e.g., online official documentation). In particular, KGE4AR extracts all API elements and their structural relations from the API definition according to the schema shown in Figure 2. Meanwhile, KGE4AR further extracts the textual descriptions of API elements from their Javadoc comment (i.e., the comment before the method declaration [5]). The extracted text descriptions can be used for the subsequent functionality knowledge extraction and conceptual knowledge extraction. In our implementation, we utilize JavaParser [10] to analyze the Java source files contained within JAR files. Through static analysis based on abstract syntax tree (AST), we extract all the API elements, as well as their structural relations and textual descriptions.

3.1.3 Functionality Knowledge Extraction. We extract functionality knowledge of API methods by analyzing their names and text descriptions. Xie et al. [76] provide a dataset for standardized functionality description which is available online [21]. It includes 10,016 functionality verbs, 89 functionality categories, and 523 phrase patterns. We add all of them into the API KG as the basis of functionality knowledge extraction. Xie et al. [76] also provide a tool FuncVerbNet [9], which can parse a functionality description into a standardized functionality expression. FuncVerbNet uses a text classifier to classify a functionality description into a functionality category and then identifies the corresponding phrase pattern, functionality verb, and concepts based on dependency tree parsing. For example, it extracts the following functionality expression from the description "returns the number of elements in the array":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality Category: get;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functionality Verb: return;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrase Pattern: V [patient] in [location];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts: [element number, array];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality Expression: return</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each API method, we take the first sentence of its text description as its functionality description (if exists), following previous work [53, 76]. Next, we utilize FuncVerbNet to extract the associated functionality expressions. The concepts present in the functionality expressions, which correspond to noun phrases that fulfill semantic roles in the phrase pattern, are extracted and refined through the removal of stop words and lemmatization techniques [76]. If the extracted functionality expressions and associated concepts do not already exist in the API KG, we add them as entities and establish "involve" relations between them. We also establish relations between the extracted functionality expressions and other existing elements like functionality verbs, phrase patterns, and functionality categories defined by the schema (see Figure 2).

If a method has no text description, we extract functionality expression from its name. We split the name into a sequence of tokens according to camel case and underscore and then use the token sequence as the functionality description of the method. For example, e.g., "get Int" can be extracted from the name of the method getInt() as its functionality description. If a verb is missing at the beginning of the method name, we add a default functionality verb according to the following rules. We utilize WordNet [56], a lexical database that provides word meanings and classifications, to determine the part of speech (e.g., adjective, noun) of words.

- Add "get" if the method name is a noun phrase, e.g., "get length" for JSONArray.length();
- Add "convert" if the method name starts with "to", e.g., "convert to String" for JSONArray.toString();
- Add "check" if the method name is an adjective, e.g., “check empty” for ArrayList.empty().

3.1.4 Conceptual Relation Completion. Conceptual relation completion establishes conceptual relations between analogical APIs by analyzing the names/descriptions of API elements and concepts and then completing conceptual relations for methods. API element name/description analysis creates relations between API elements and concepts and adds new concepts if necessary. Concept name analysis creates relations between concepts. Method conceptual relation completion completes the relations between API methods and concepts based on existing relations.

API Element Name Analysis. Each API element (except method) can be regarded as an instance of a corresponding concept, for example java.io.File represents an instance of the concept file. We extract the corresponding concepts in different ways according to the type of API elements:
- Package, Class, and Interface: the lowercase phrase obtained by splitting the short name (i.e., the part after the last dot of the fully qualified name) of the API element by camel case and underscore, e.g., "json array" is the concept for org.json.JSONArray;
- Return Value: the lowercase phrase obtained by splitting the return value type’s short name by camel case and underscore;
- Parameter and Field: the lowercase phrase obtained by splitting the short name of the parameter/field by camel case and underscore e.g., "src file" is the concept for File srcFile.

For each concept obtained in this way we create an "instance of" relation between the API element and the concept, e.g., <org.json.JSONArray, instance class of concept, json array>.

API Element Description Analysis. We extract concepts from the descriptions of API elements with the following steps:
- Extract all the noun phrases with Spacy [22], for example “A JSONObject” and “the value” are extracted from the description of a return value “A JSONObject which is the value”;
- Lowercase and lemmatize extracted noun phrases, for example “files” and “A JSONObject” are converted into “file” and “a jsonObject”, respectively;
- Remove stop words at the beginning of a phrase, for example “a” is removed from “a jsonObject”.

All the remaining noun phrases are treated as concepts mentioned in the description of API elements and the corresponding concept mention relations are created between them, e.g., <jsonobject, mentioned in return value description, org.json.JSONObject.optJSONObject(java.lang.String)>."<<".

Concept Name Analysis. The name of a concept may imply some conceptual relations between concepts, e.g., “<json array, is, array>”. Such conceptual relations are useful for establishing possible associations between API elements with subtle differences in concept expression. Following the previous work [53], we use the following rules to identify possible conceptual relations between two concepts C1 and C2 in the API KG:
Table 1: Method Conceptual Relation Completion Rules (M: Method; C: Class; T: Type; Con: Concept)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Multi-hop Relations</th>
<th>Completed Relation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;C, has method, M&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;M, operation of, Con&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;C, instance class of concept, Con&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;M, has parameter type, T&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;M, has input type, Con&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;T, instance class of concept, Con&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;M, has return value type, T&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;M, has output type, Con&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- If C1’s name is derived from C2’s name, add a relation <C1, derived from, C2>, e.g., <builder, derived from, build>.
- If C1’s name is shorter than and the prefix of C2’s name and there are no other longer concepts that satisfy this rule for C1, add a relation <C2, facet of, C1>, e.g., <character sequence length, facet of, character sequence>.
- If C1’s name is shorter than the suffix of C2’s name and there are no other longer concepts that satisfy this rule for C1, add a relation <C2, is, C1>, e.g., <json array, is, array>.
- If C1’s name is the same as C2’s name after removing spaces, add bidirectional relations <C2, same as, C1> and <C1, same as, C2>, e.g., <json array, same as, jsonarray> and <jsonarray, same as, jsonarray>.

API Method Conceptual Relation Completion. To better reflect the conceptual associations between methods in the subsequent API KG embedding, we further create direct relations between methods and concepts that are indirectly connected through multi-hop relations. We follow the rules shown in Table 1 to complete the relations. In this way, we establish direct relations between methods and concepts based on different parts of the methods, i.e., object, input value, input type, and output type.

3.2 API Knowledge Graph Embedding

In this phase, KGE4AR trains a KG embedding model based on all the relation triples of the API KG. The model maps all the entities in the API KG (e.g., API elements, functionality expression elements, concepts) to a high-dimensional vector space, where API elements with similar structural, functionality, and conceptual relationships are close. The benefits of KG embedding include: (i) graph embedding could well reserve both structural and semantic information in the graph, and (ii) mapping APIs into vector spaces could accelerate similar API retrieval since all API vectors are restored in a vector database and the vector index is very efficient.

In particular, we use the ComplEx model [66], a tensor decomposition-based knowledge embedding method, to train the API KG embedding model. A tensor decomposition models the KG as a three-way tensor (i.e., a three-dimensional adjacency matrix), which can be decomposed into a combination of low-dimensional vectors (i.e., the embeddings of entities and relations [66]). ComplEx calculates a score for each relation triple \( \langle h, r, t \rangle \) using the equation:

\[
\phi(h, r, t) = E_h \times E_r \times E_t,
\]

where \( h, r \) and \( t \) are the head entity, relation type and tail entity respectively, and \( E_h, E_r \) and \( E_t \) are their embeddings. The score indicates the probability that the corresponding relation holds. The model training takes all the relation triples in a KG as input and produces the embeddings of all the entities and relations in the KG as output. The goal of the optimization during training is to assign a higher score to the true triplet \( \langle h, r, t \rangle \) compared to the corrupted false triplets \( \langle h', r, t \rangle \) and \( \langle h, r, t' \rangle \).

To support antisymmetric relations, the model represents \( h, r \) and \( t \) in complex-valued space instance of real-valued space, e.g., \( h \) has a real part \( \text{Re}(h) \) and an imaginary part \( \text{Im}(h) \), i.e., \( h = \text{Re}(h) + i\text{Im}(h) \).

Given the large size of the API KG (i.e., including more than 72 million entities and more than 289 million relations), we use PyTorch-BigGraph (PBG) [44] and its implementation shared on GitHub [18] to train the ComplEx model. PyTorch-BigGraph is a distributed system implemented by Facebook with the purpose of supporting the training of knowledge graph embedding models on large graphs. We also investigate using other KG embedding models (e.g., TransE [32] and DistMult [78]) in Section 4.3.

To facilitate more efficient similarity calculation based on the KG embeddings, we store all the KG embeddings in a vector database, i.e., Milvus [? ]. Milvus is an open-source vector database that supports high-efficient vector index and similarity search. Based on Milvus, we can efficiently obtain the KG embeddings for a given entity in the KG or find the top-k similar entity embeddings for a given embedding.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of KG embeddings of some API methods in the vector space, which is generated after dimension reduction through PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [26]. Each point in Figure 4 represents an API method from our benchmark (in Section 4.1.1). Points with the same color and shape (i.e., triangle or circle) represent API methods from the same library. The API methods of the two analogical libraries have the same color but different shapes. We could observe that API methods in the same library (e.g., org.json or analogical libraries (e.g., org.json and gson) are relatively close in the vector space, while the API methods of libraries with different topics are far apart. For example, the API methods of the libraries related to logging (slf4j [16] and commons-logging [2]) are far apart from the ones of the libraries related to testing (e.g., junit [11] and org.testing [17]).

3.3 Analogical API Method Inferring

In this phase, KGE4AR returns a list of ranked analogical API methods for a given source API method based on the API KG and the embedding model. First, KGE4AR selects candidate API methods based on their similarities with the given API method (candidate API method retrieval in Section 3.3.1); then, KGE4AR re-ranks the candidate API methods by considering the similarities between the given API method and the neighbors of the candidate API methods (candidate API method re-ranking in Section 3.3.2). The purpose of the candidate API method retrieval in the first step is to narrow the set of candidate methods before applying the re-ranking process to prioritize methods that are truly analogous to the given method.
3.3.1 Candidate API Method Retrieval. For a given source API method \( s \), we first obtain its KG embedding \( E_s \) by querying Milvus. Then we calculate the KG similarity \( \text{Sim}_k\) between \( s \) and methods from other libraries (called method similarity \( \text{Sim}_m \)) according to Eq. 1, which is normalized cosine similarities between their KG embeddings. We select the top-\( k \) (e.g., 100) API methods as candidates, utilizing the efficient vector indexing in our database, which achieves low latency in milliseconds on trillion vector datasets.

\[
\text{Sim}_k(E_s, E_s) = \cos(E_s, E_s) + 1)/2
\]  (1)

3.3.2 Candidate API Method Re-ranking. Two API methods with high KG embedding similarity are not necessarily analogical API methods. For example, \texttt{org.json.JSONArray.getJSONObject()} and \texttt{com.google.gson.JsonArray.remove(int)} have a high KG embedding similarity, but are not analogical API methods. To address this issue, we further compute the similarity between the same type of neighbor concepts of the given API method \( s \) and each candidate API method \( e \), which reflects the conceptual similarity of API methods in different aspects (e.g., functionalities, inputs, and outputs). The neighbor-based similarities we compute include functionality similarity \( \text{Sim}_{\text{func}} \), object similarity \( \text{Sim}_{\text{obj}} \), input type similarity \( \text{Sim}_{\text{in}} \), output type similarity \( \text{Sim}_{\text{out}} \), and average neighbor similarity \( \text{Sim}_{\text{nei}} \). To get the final analogical score \( \text{Score}(s, e) \), we then perform a weighted sum of these neighbor-based similarities and the method similarity \( \text{Sim}_m \) according to Eq. 2.

\[
\text{Score}(s, e) = \sum_{i \in \text{func}, \text{obj}, \text{in}, \text{out}, \text{nei}} W_i \times \text{Sim}_i(s, e)
\]  (2)

All candidates are ranked by the analogical scores. We then explain each similarity as follows.

- **Method Similarity (\( \text{Sim}_m \))**: \( \text{Sim}_m \) is the KG similarity between two methods, which is already computed in the retrieval step.

- **Functionality Similarity (\( \text{Sim}_{\text{func}} \))**: The functionality similarity measure \( \text{Sim}_{\text{func}} \) captures the similarity in the functionalities provided by two API methods. It relies on the assumption that comparable APIs should have similar functionality expressions. We calculate the maximum similarity between the functionality expressions corresponding to the two methods according to Eq. 3 as their functionality similarity \( \text{Sim}_{\text{func}}(s, e) \).

\[
\text{Sim}_{\text{func}}(s, e) = \max(\text{Sim}_k(E_{\text{func}}(s), E_{\text{func}}(e)))
\]  (3)

- **Object Similarity (\( \text{Sim}_{\text{obj}} \))**: \( \text{Sim}_{\text{obj}} \) captures the conceptual-level similarity between the classes of two API methods. It is based on the intuition that methods belonging to analogous classes are likely to exhibit similar behavior and usage patterns. \( \text{Sim}_{\text{obj}} \) is calculated according to Eq. 4, where \( Obj(s) \) represents the concept corresponding to the class of the method \( s \), and \( Obj(e) \) is the concept corresponding to the class of the method \( e \).

\[
\text{Sim}_{\text{obj}}(s, e) = \text{Sim}_k(E_{\text{obj}}(s), E_{\text{obj}}(e))
\]  (4)

### Table 2: Statistics of Resulting API KG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>35,773</td>
<td>Return Value</td>
<td>15,441,057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>229,061</td>
<td>Abstract Parameter</td>
<td>1,892,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>3,090,537</td>
<td>Functionality Expression</td>
<td>5,200,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>281,854</td>
<td>Functionality Category</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>6,232,643</td>
<td>Functionality Verb</td>
<td>10,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>15,441,057</td>
<td>Phrase Pattern</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>16,301,363</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>5,660,553</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Input Type Similarity (\( \text{Sim}_t \))**: \( \text{Sim}_t \) of two methods reflects the conceptual-level similarity of their parameter types. Analogical APIs are expected to operate on similar types of input data. \( \text{Sim}_t \) is calculated according to Eq. 5, where \( \text{In}_t(s) \) presents a concept corresponding to one of the parameter types of the method \( s \), and \( \tilde{\text{In}}_t(s) \) represents the average of KG embeddings of all \( \text{In}_t(s) \).

\[
\text{Sim}_t(s, e) = \text{Sim}_k(\tilde{\text{In}}_t(s), \tilde{\text{In}}_t(e))
\]  (5)

**Input Value Similarity (\( \text{Sim}_i \))**: The purpose of \( \text{Sim}_i \) is to capture the conceptual-level similarity of parameters between two methods, which contributes to identifying analogical APIs. Analogical APIs often exhibit similarities in the values they accept as input, irrespective of the specific parameter types. \( \text{Sim}_i \) is calculated according to Eq. 6, where \( \text{InVal}(s) \) represents a concept corresponding to one of the parameter of the method \( s \), and \( \tilde{\text{InVal}}(s) \) represents the average of KG embeddings of all \( \text{InVal}(s) \).

\[
\text{Sim}_i(s, e) = \text{Sim}_k(\text{InVal}(s), \text{InVal}(e))
\]  (6)

**Output Type Similarity (\( \text{Sim}_o \))**: \( \text{Sim}_o \) of two methods reflects the conceptual-level similarity of their return value types. Analogical APIs often exhibit similarities in the values of return types. \( \text{Sim}_o \) is calculated according to Eq. 4, where \( \text{Out}_t(s) \) represents a concept corresponding to the return value type of the method \( s \), and \( \tilde{\text{Out}}_t(s) \) represents the average of KG embeddings of all \( \text{Out}_t(s) \).

\[
\text{Sim}_o(s, e) = \text{Sim}_k(\tilde{\text{Out}}_t(s), \tilde{\text{Out}}_t(e))
\]  (7)

**Average Neighbor Similarity (\( \text{Sim}_{\text{nei}} \))**: Analogical APIs often exhibit similarities not only in their individual aspects but also in their overall context or behavior. By calculating \( \text{Sim}_{\text{nei}} \) using Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, where \( \text{E}_\text{Nei}(s) \) represents the average of KG embeddings of each neighbor concept, we can capture the similarity of overall neighbors between two methods. This similarity measure provides a holistic view of the methods’ surrounding context, allowing us to identify analogical APIs based on the similarity of their overall behavior.

\[
\text{Sim}_{\text{nei}}(s) = \text{Sim}_k(\text{E}_\text{Nei}(s), \text{E}_\text{Nei}(e))
\]  (8)

Note that instead of directly using the similarity of neighboring methods, we use concepts related to neighboring API methods, as API methods are library-specific while concepts are more likely to be shared between libraries. In addition, to ensure the diversity of the return APIs, we further limit the number (i.e., 3) of recommended API methods that come from the same library.

### 4 EVALUATION

To implement KGE4AR, we construct a unified API KG from 35,773 Java libraries. Table 2 presents the entity type statistics of the resulting API KG. To collect the Javadoc documentation for those libraries, we first get the metadata (e.g., groupId and artifactId) of a
list of Java libraries according to the Libraries.io dataset [12] (last updated in January 2020); then, we download the latest version of JAR files (as of August 2022) from the Maven Central Repository, resulting in 35,773 JAR files; lastly, we leverage zipfile [25] and Java-Parser [10] to extract the API-relevant documentation from JAR files, including the API definition and API functionality descriptions. In this way, we construct an API KG with 72,242,099 entities, including 59,155,631 API elements, 5,210,925 functionality elements, and 5,660,553 concepts. Further, we train the KG embedding model using ComplEx with a logistic loss.

The weight of each similarity in Eq. 2 is determined as \( W_m = 0.05 \), \( W_{\text{func}} = 0.95 \), \( W_{\text{obj}} = 0.8 \), \( W_{\text{inv}} = 0.25 \), \( W_{\text{type}} = 0.05 \), and \( W_{\text{word}} = 0.95 \) based on our experiments in a separate validation setting (to avoid overfitting) and we also investigate the impact of different weights in Section 4.3.

We evaluate KGE4AR by answering the following research questions. RQ1 and RQ2 investigate the effectiveness of KGE4AR in two analytical API recommendation scenarios, i.e., one with the given target library and the other without the given target library. To better understand the capabilities and characteristics of KGE4AR, RQ3 analyzes the impact of different components in KGE4AR, and RQ4 further studies the scalability of KGE4AR when the number of libraries is increasing.

- **RQ1 (Effectiveness with target libraries):** How does KGE4AR compare to existing documentation-based techniques when recommending analogical API methods with given target libraries?
- **RQ2 (Effectiveness without target libraries):** How does KGE4AR compare to existing documentation-based techniques when recommending analogical API methods without given target libraries?
- **RQ3 (Impact Analysis):** How do different components in KGE4AR (i.e., the KG embedding models, knowledge types, and similarity types and weights) impact the effectiveness of KGE4AR?
- **RQ4 (Scalability):** How scalable is KGE4AR with the increasing number of libraries?

### 4.1 RQ1: Effectiveness with Target Libraries

In this RQ, we evaluate the effectiveness of KGE4AR and state-of-the-art documentation-based analogical API recommendation techniques with given target libraries.

#### 4.1.1 Protocol

In this section, we introduce the benchmark, baseline lines, and metrics utilized for this research question.

**Benchmark.** There are two exiting benchmarks [30, 65] of manually validated analogical API pairs; and we directly obtain both datasets from their replication packages [1, 24] and merge them into one benchmark. In this way, we construct a large benchmark, which contains 245 pairs of analogical API methods from 16 pairs of analogical libraries, covering different topics such as JSON processing, testing, logging, and network requests. For each analogical API pair, either API can be used as the source API, resulting in 490 source APIs (245 pairs × 2). In each query, the source API and all candidate APIs from the target library are provided as inputs, and the output is the ranked list of candidate APIs.

**Baselines.** We include two state-of-the-art documentation-based analogical API recommendation techniques (i.e., RAPIM [28] and D2APIMap [79]) for comparison. We select these two techniques since they are the latest and the most effective ones in the unsupervised learning-based category and supervised learning-based category, respectively.

- **RAPIM [28]** is a supervised learning-based approach, which trains a machine learning model (i.e., boosted decision tree) and leverages the trained model to predict the probability of an unseen API pair being analogical. In particular, for a given API pair, RAPIM calculates a set of features that are based on the lexical similarity of the method descriptions, return type descriptions, method names, and class names between two APIs. We collect their features according to the paper and then directly use RAPIM via its network requests [19].

- **D2APIMap [79]** is an unsupervised learning-based approach that utilizes the Word2Vec model to compute similarities between functionality descriptions, return values, and parameters of API pairs. It recommends the API with the highest total similarity. Due to the unavailability of the source code, we re-implement D2APIMap following the original paper.

**Metrics.** Following prior work [34], we adopt common evaluation metrics: MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) and Hit@k (\( k = 1, 3, 5, 10 \)). MRR calculates the average rank of the correct analogical API in the generated list, while Hit@k measures the proportion of queries in which the correct analogical API appears within the top-k positions. Considering the vast number of APIs in each library, we limit our analysis to the top 100 candidates in the ranked list for each query.

#### 4.1.2 Results

Table 3 presents the evaluation results, and the best value of each metric is in boldface. KGE4AR substantially outperforms both baselines on all metrics. In particular, KGE4AR achieves 47.1%-143.0%, 48.3%-225.6%, 61.5%-149.4%, 53.6%-130.1%, and 41.4%-95.4% improvements over the baselines in terms of MRR, Hit@1, Hit@3, Hit@5, and Hit@10, respectively.

We further investigate the results and find the potential reason why KGE4AR outperforms baselines might be that KGE4AR analyzes API functionality descriptions in a better way. For example, when two APIs share the same noun phrases and different verbs (e.g., \( \text{S3ObjectWrapper}.\text{setObjectContent}() \) and \( \text{S3ObjectWrapper}.\text{setObjectContent}() \)), it is often difficult for RAPIM and D2APIMap to distinguish them. RAPIM incorporates a TF-IDF model to calculate similarity-related features, which often assigns functionality verbs with low weights due to their high frequency in the names and descriptions; D2APIMap incorporates a Word2Vec model to calculate similarities, which often represents functionality verbs with similar vectors due to their similar contexts. Therefore, KGE4AR successfully identifies these two APIs as not analogical while baselines consider them as analogical.
In summary, KGE4AR substantially outperforms state-of-the-art documentation-base techniques when inferring analogical API methods with given target libraries.

4.2 RQ2: Effectiveness without Target Libraries

RQ1 evaluates analogical API recommendation techniques when the target library is known. However, in practice, selecting the correct target library is challenging, and existing automated target library recommendation approaches have limited effectiveness (Top1-recall < 20% [42]). Therefore, in this RQ, we assess the effectiveness of KGE4AR in the scenario where no target library is available.

4.2.1 Protocol. We then introduce the benchmark, metrics, and baselines used in this RQ.

Benchmark. The benchmark in RQ1 only contains analogical API pairs whose candidate APIs are from one given target library, and is not suitable for the analogical API recommendation scenario without target libraries. Therefore, in this RQ, we manually construct a new benchmark of analogical API pairs whose candidate APIs are from a wide range of libraries instead of from one given target library. In particular, based on previous work [34], online resources such as Awesome-Java [3], and our expert knowledge, we first manually select 9 pairs of analogical libraries (i.e., 18 libraries); then for each of these 18 libraries, we randomly select 15 API methods in the library as the source APIs for evaluation, leading to 270 source APIs in total. The selected libraries include both popular ones (usage number > 500 in Maven Central [13]), such as gson [4], and less popular libraries, such as dsl-json [7] and dom4j [6]. The selected libraries represent diverse domains such as data processing and code analysis, ensuring the evaluation of our approach’s effectiveness and generalizability in real-world scenarios.

Ground-truth labeling. We manually label whether the API pair in our newly-constructed benchmark is analogical or not. Due to the large number of potential API pairs, we only label the Top-10 APIs returned by each technique in each query, resulting in a total of 6,986 labeled API pairs. In particular, six participants each with more than three years of Java development experience manually assess whether the returned APIs are analogical to the source API. In each query, two participants are asked to read the API documentation of the source API and the returned APIs to make the judgment whether they are analogical or not. The returned APIs for each source API are shuffled before assessment, and annotators are unaware of the technique that produced the results. In cases where the assessment by two annotators is inconsistent, a third annotator is involved to make a judgment, and the final annotation is based on majority agreement. The inter-annotator agreement is based on majority agreement. The inter-annotator agreement is based on majority agreement. The inter-annotator agreement is based on majority agreement. The inter-annotator agreement is based on majority agreement.

Metrics. In addition to the four metrics used in RQ1 (i.e., MRR, Hit@1, Hit@3, Hit@5, and Hit@10), we further include precision and recall in this RQ, since in this scenario there could be multiple correct answers corresponding to a source API. In particular, precision is the fraction of analogical API methods among the returned results, while recall is the fraction of analogical API methods that are retrieved. In total, we compare KGE4AR with baselines on all these metrics based on manually labeled ground truths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Hit@1</th>
<th>Hit@3</th>
<th>Hit@5</th>
<th>Hit@10</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KGE4AR</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2APIMap+</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAPIM</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baselines. Existing baselines (i.e., RAPIM and D2APIMap+) exhaustively calculate the similarity between the source API and all candidate APIs, and thus it is unaffordably expensive to directly apply these techniques when there is no given target library and the number of candidate APIs is extremely large (e.g., there could be over 15 million candidate APIs for each source API when there is no specified target library). Therefore, in this RQ, we enhance baselines by first narrowing the scope of their candidate APIs. In particular, we first leverage the lightweight information retrieval technique BM25 [63] to select Top-100 candidate APIs whose documentations share high relevance to the source API; we then apply baselines on these candidate APIs. We adopt BM25 for its effectiveness and efficiency [63]. Additionally, we clean the documentation (e.g., removing stop words, splitting camel case, and performing lemmatization) following previous work [79] to further enhance the effectiveness of BM25. For distinction, we denote two baselines (i.e., RAPIM and D2APIMap+) enhanced with BM25 as RAPIM+ and D2APIMap+, respectively. We implement the BM25-based candidate selection with Elasticsearch [8].

4.2.2 Results. Table 4 presents the evaluation results. Overall, KGE4AR outperforms both baselines on all metrics by achieving 11.7%-80.6%, 13.7%-108.3%, 11.6%-77.9%, 7.6%-52.0%, 8.3%-32.3%, 26.2%-72.0%, and 33.2%-116.5% improvements in terms of MRR, Hit@1, Hit@3, Hit@5, Hit@10, precision, and recall, respectively.

We further investigate how KGE4AR performs on different libraries. Figure 5 shows how KGE4AR and baselines perform on popular libraries and less popular libraries. We could find that KGE4AR consistently outperforms baselines in both popular and less popular libraries. Interestingly, the improvement of KGE4AR over baselines is even larger on those less popular libraries. For example, MRR, precision, and recall of KGE4AR on dsl-json [7] (with only 18 usages on Maven Central) are 0.542, 0.327, 0.562, respectively; while these metrics of D2APIMap+ on the same library are only 0.206, 0.080, and 0.171, respectively. One potential reason might be that the APIs of less popular libraries may target relatively uncommon functionality, whose descriptions may have a large semantic gap with analogical APIs. Existing baselines rely on simplistic text matching to recommend analogical APIs, which cannot handle less popular APIs well; while KGE4AR could better combine the structural information and functionality descriptions of APIs together through knowledge graph embedding to infer analogical APIs from a large number of candidate APIs.

In summary, KGE4AR outperforms existing techniques for inferring analogical APIs without given target libraries.

4.3 RQ3: Factor Impact

In this RQ, we further analyze the impact of components in KGE4AR, including the re-ranking component, KG embedding models, knowledge types, similarity types, and weights. Given the large number of comparison experiments in this RQ (i.e., 15 runs), we perform experiments on a small-scale API KG based on RQ1 benchmark.
We compare ComplEx with TransE [32] and DistMult [78]. We train different KG embedding models based on a subset of relation triples in the small-scale API KG instead of on the large-scale API KG to avoid overfitting. In particular, we randomly divide the benchmark into 10 folds and then use a different number of folds to tune the weights in turn. We use Beam search [39] to tune all weights one by one with a step size of 0.05 and a beam number of 4. Figure 6 shows experimental results of weights tuned with different folds of data. We could observe there is a subtle improvement when more tuning data is used, indicating that tuning with a small set of data might already be sufficient to achieve decent effectiveness. Note that our weight tuning is performed on a small-scale API KG, while the previous experiments (RQ1 and RQ2) are based on a large-scale API KG. Thus, it further indicates the tuned weights can be generalized even on different API KGs. In addition, we further remove each similarity (by setting its weight as 0) so as to investigate its impact on the effectiveness of KGE4AR. Table 7 presents the evaluation results, with $Sim_m$ representing the KGE4AR variant that excludes the similarity $Sim_m$. We can observe a decrease in the performance of KGE4AR when each similarity is removed. Particularly, the removal of functionality similarity $Sim_{func}$ leads to the largest drop, with a 22.9% decrease in MRR. It shows the importance of the functionality knowledge for analogical API method inferring. Additionally, removing $Sim_{neig}$ increases MRR and decreases Hit@10, suggesting that neighbor similarity brings some noise but improves recall.

4.3.3 Impact of Knowledge Types in the API Knowledge Graph. To evaluate the impact of different types of knowledge in the API KG, we train different KG embedding models based on a subset of relation triples in the small-scale API KG. We try three situations: only structural relation triples (denoted as Structure), all relation triples except functionality-related relations (denoted as Functionality*), and all relation triples except conceptual relations (denoted as Concept*). Then we evaluate different KG embedding models based on KGE4AR-Ret and the benchmark as well. The results are shown in Table 5. Both functionality and conceptual knowledge contribute positively to analogical API method inferring, while conceptual knowledge has a greater impact than functionality knowledge.

4.3.4 Impact of Similarity Types and Similarity Weights. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we tune the weights of similarities (i.e., $W_m$, $W_{func}$, $W_{obj}$, $W_{it}$, $W_{m}$, $W_{ort}$, and $W_{neig}$) in the re-ranking step on a small-scale API KG instead of on the large-scale API KG to avoid overfitting. In particular, we randomly divide the benchmark into 10 folds and then use a different number of folds to tune the weights in turn. We use Beam search [39] to tune all weights one by one with a step size of 0.05 and a beam number of 4. Figure 6 shows experimental results of weights tuned with different folds of data. We could observe there is a subtle improvement when more tuning data is used, indicating that tuning with a small set of data might already be sufficient to achieve decent effectiveness. Note that our weight tuning is performed on a small-scale API KG, while the previous experiments (RQ1 and RQ2) are based on a large-scale API KG. Thus, it further indicates the tuned weights can be generalized even on different API KGs. In addition, we further remove each similarity (by setting its weight as 0) so as to investigate its impact on the effectiveness of KGE4AR. Table 7 presents the evaluation results, with $Sim_m$ representing the KGE4AR variant that excludes the similarity $Sim_m$. We can observe a decrease in the performance of KGE4AR when each similarity is removed. Particularly, the removal of functionality similarity $Sim_{func}$ leads to the largest drop, with a 22.9% decrease in MRR. It shows the importance of the functionality knowledge for analogical API method inferring. Additionally, removing $Sim_{neig}$ increases MRR and decreases Hit@10, suggesting that neighbor similarity brings some noise but improves recall.

Figure 7 presents a heatmap of the correlation matrix, showing the relationships between different similarity measures (e.g., m, func, obj) and analogical relationships (i.e., anal.). We perform the widely-used Pearson correlation coefficient [36] and Welch’s t-test [75] to assess the statistical significance of the observed correlations. First, we could observe statistically-positive correlation of all similarities with the analogical relationships ($p << 0.05$) based on Welch’s t-test, implying that included similarities are helpful for inferring analogical relationship more or less. Second, each similarity score exhibits different correlation coefficients to the analogical relationship, implying a different importance of their role in inferring analogical relationship. Third, most similarity scores exhibit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Hit@1</th>
<th>Hit@3</th>
<th>Hit@5</th>
<th>Hit@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TransE</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistMult</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ComplEx</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Type</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Hit@1</th>
<th>Hit@3</th>
<th>Hit@5</th>
<th>Hit@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality*</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept*</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In summary, there is evidence to suggest that KGE4AR has the potential to scale effectively as the number of libraries increases.

### 4.4 RQ4: Scalability

In this RQ, we explore the scalability of KGE4AR.

**Online Cost.** The online inference time of KGE4AR is less than one second for one query in RQ1 and RQ2. It consists of two main steps: candidate API method retrieval and re-rank. The re-rank step’s time is proportional to the number of candidates and remains constant once the candidates are determined. The retrieval step’s time depends on the API KG size and the vector database used. To address this, we employed the highly efficient vector index mechanism provided by Milvus, a scalable and highly available vector database. Milvus has been proven to achieve an average latency of milliseconds for vector search and retrieval on trillion-vector database. Milvus has been proven to achieve an average latency of milliseconds for vector search and retrieval on trillion-vector datasets [14, 72]. This ensures that the retrieval step of KGE4AR is performed efficiently, even as the size of the API KG increases.

**Offline Cost.** We primarily discuss the offline costs of KGE4AR with different KG scales. Table 8 presents the construction costs for three API KGs: large-scale, medium-scale, and small-scale. The costs are calculated on a Linux server with a 36-core CPU and 128GB RAM. The columns Input, Construct, and Embed. represent the time for downloading/preparing documentations as input, API KG construction, and API KG embedding, respectively. Although the number of entities increases by 2,019 times from a small-scale API KG to a large-scale API KG, the time required for collecting inputs, API KG construction, and API KG embedding only increases by 386 times, 121 times, and 40 times, respectively. Note that the KG construction and embedding are only executed once, and the KG could be incrementally extended when there are new libraries.

In summary, there is evidence to suggest that KGE4AR has the potential to scale effectively as the number of libraries increases.

### 4.5 Threats to Validity

**Internal Validity.** A threat to the internal validity of our studies is the subjectivity of human annotations in RQ2. To mitigate this threat, we implemented measures such as multiple annotators, conflict resolution, and reporting agreement coefficients. These practices were employed to minimize bias and ensure the reliability of the human annotations.

**External Validity.** A limitation of our study is the exclusive focus on Java libraries, potentially limiting the generalizability of our findings to other programming languages. However, the core concept of our approach, involving the construction of a unified knowledge graph across libraries, remains applicable. While our knowledge graph design is not limited to Java, it can be extended to accommodate libraries from other object-oriented languages. However, specific implementation adjustments would be required. For example, supporting languages like Python, which lack strong typing, would necessitate modifying the schema. Future work will explore more programming languages for a comprehensive evaluation of our approach’s effectiveness across diverse language environments.

**Construct Validity.** A common threat is that the baselines we used in RQ1 and RQ2 are implemented by ourselves due to publicly unavailable implementations. However, we carefully reproduced and tested the baselines to avoid introducing errors. Another threat is the way similarity weights are determined. We tuned the weights through the benchmark in RQ1 and the weights may overfit the benchmark. To mitigate this threat, we tuned the weights on a small-scale API KG instead of the large-scale API KG used by RQ1. Figure 6 also shows that our weights do not overfit the benchmark.

### 5 Conclusions

This work proposes KGE4AR, a novel documentation-based approach that leverages knowledge graph (KG) embedding to recommend analogical APIs during library migration. In particular, KGE4AR proposes a novel unified API KG to comprehensively and structurally represent three types of knowledge in documentation, which could better capture the high-level semantics. In addition, KGE4AR then proposes to embed the unified API KG, which enables more effective and scalable similarity calculation. We implement KGE4AR as a fully automated technique with constructing a unified API KG for 35,773 Java libraries. We further evaluate KGE4AR in two API recommendation scenarios (i.e., with given target libraries or without given target libraries), and our results show that KGE4AR substantially outperforms state-of-the-art documentation-based techniques in both evaluation scenarios in terms of all metrics. In addition, we further investigate the scalability of KGE4AR and find that KGE4AR can well scale with the increasing number of libraries.

### 6 Data Availability

All the data and code could be found in our replication package [20].
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